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* In this series we are going to discuss different MLA for HEP searches as the following:

1-	General	overview	on	classical	ML	applications	in	HEP	&	ML	limitations	and	why	the	QML	

3-	Basic	review	on	ML,	classification,	regression,	etc	

4-	Decision	Tree,	ensemble	learning		

5-	Artificial	Neural	network,	Deep	fully	connected	Neural	network	

6-	Convolutional	Neural	network,	image	recognition,	QCD	color	flow,	fat	jets,	etc	

7-	Region	Convolutional	network,	image	segmentation	and		spherical	CNN	as	other	ideas	for	color	flow	

identification			

8-	Autoencoders	and	anomaly	detection		

9-	Generative	adversarial	network	

10-	Introduction	to	QML,	quantum	gates,	quantum	circuits,	variational	quantum	circuits,	etc		

11-	Tutorials	on	google-colab	framework			
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The main goal of machine learning is the to find the 
 relation between different variables

Y = F(x)

Or in other words, given x can we predict Y ?



Given this set of linear data, 
 can you predict the value of Y for any new x point ? 



Once we found the line that best fit the data 
 we can interpret the Y for new x points 



Question:

What is the criteria to find the line that fit the data??

Equation of line =  

With given Y and x we try to find B0 and B1 that fit the line to the data



Question:

We can draw infinite number of lines that can fit the data!! 
Which line shall we consider ? 



Question:

We can draw infinite number of lines that can fit the data!! 
Which line shall we consider ? 

We have to consider the line that minimize the error function



Error Functions: 

It calculate the difference between the line and each given point 



Error Functions 

Absolute mean error

Mean squared error

Root mean squared error



Question:

How to find the minimum of the error functions ?



Question:

How to find the minimum of the error functions ?

Gradient Descent method  
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Gradient Descent method  

Given number of iteration, every iteration we update the weights  
and calculate the error  function until we hit the global minimum 
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Gradient Descent method  
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Gradient Descent method  

For large learning rate the 
function oscillates and we 
will not able to reach the 

minimum 
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Gradient Descent method  





Question:

Can we use the same methods for categorized data?



Question:

Can we use the same methods for binary data?

We cannot fit a line to non-linear data



To fit binary data we non-linear fit function  



In the case of  binary data the MSE will develop  
many local minima and will be hard to converge 



LogLoss function for binary data

With



Quick recap

1- linear data can be fitted by linear regression model 

2- We can use MSE, AME,etc as loss functions 

3- To minimize the loss function we have to use Gradient descent 

method, called optimizer. 

4- Non-linear data cannot be fitted by line and we have to use a non-

linear function, called activation function 

5- For binary data , MSE or AME, etc develop local minima and hard to 

converge  

6- For binary data we have to use LogLoss function, called entropy loss. 

7- Gradient descent can  minimize LogLoss  function for  both classes 

together 



Deep Neural Network (DNN) 
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Deep Neural Network (DNN) 
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One layer Neural Network (NN) 
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Multi-layers Deep Neural Network (DNN) 
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Now we know how to calculate the prediction,  
But how to optimize it?



Back propagation



Back propagation

Too much work to update the  
weights of the first layer



Stochastic gradient descent 

Same as the gradient descent but we choose random  
features to update their weights

Stochastic gradient descent oscillates due to the random choice 
and may not converge easily 



Stochastic gradient descent with momentum 

Momentum is the exponential weighted average to reduce the noise 

https://towardsdatascience.com/stochastic-gradient-descent-with-momentum-a84097641a5d

SGD with momentum

For large beta the gradient vanishes !! 



RMS prop 

Is a stochastic gradient descent with regularization parameter 

With

Adam optimizer



Over-fitting in DNN



First example of DNN

Recognize the hand written digits “The Hello World DNN” 
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1-pick up the number and divid it to 28*28 pixels

2-Construct the first neuron in the first Hidden layer 

 activation function

3- Initialize random numbers for the weights and bias   
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4- Continue the construction of neurons and layers 
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5- calculate the predictions  
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6- Calculate the Loss function 
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6- Calculate the Loss function 

TargetPredictions
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7- Once the Loss function  minimized 
propagate back to the first layer
and update the new optimized weights  

8- Repeat all the steps again and again
 till you reach the desired accuracy

9- Apply you model to full data 
samples and let it to make predictions 



To be continued


